
FAZENDA BOM JARDIM



ALTITUDE RANGE: 950 meters to 1,100
meters

TOTAL AREA:  695 hectares

SOIL TYPE: Red Latosol COFFEE AREA: 235 hectares

ANNUAL RAINFALL: 1,750 mm PRESERVED AREA: 154 hectares

WORKERS: 25
MAIN VARIETALS: Catuaí, Mundo Novo,
Topázio, Catucaí, Obatã, Catiguá, Arara,
Yellow Bourbon, Geisha

FAMILIES LIVING IN THE FARM: 03
PROCESSING: Natural, Pulped Natural
and Fermented

CERTIFICATION: Rainforest Alliance
DRYING STRUCTURE: Concrete patio,
rotating dryers

REGION: CAMPO DAS VERTENTES

CITY: Bom Sucesso

GROWER

Josué Pereira Figueiredo



“One of the things that I have the most passion for in my life is to
grow several coffee cultivars, to work with the research of coffee

varieties. Today I am proud to be part of Sancoffee, to be one of the
founders, and to be a coffee grower!”

HISTORY IN BRIEF

Coffee growing is a fundamental part of the life of the grower Josué Pereira
Figueiredo. Born and raised in the middle of coffee fields, since he was a child,
Josué accompanied his father in the fields. His love for coffee motivated him to
start his bachelor’s in Agronomy, and in 1971, Josué became an Agronomist.

In 1972, with 26 years and many ideas, he had the opportunity to buy a farm in
Santo Antônio do Amparo, in Campo das Vertentes region, Fazenda Bom Jardim.
So, Josué started his own journey in the coffee world.

In 1975, Josué joined the Brazilian Coffee Institute (IBC) working as a Researcher,
evaluating the behavior of several coffee varieties in Experimental Farms.
Reconciling the life of a researcher and producer, he inserted the best-cultivated
crops researched at the Institute on his farm, and shortly after the closure of the
IBC, he started a new stage in his life, producing coffee seeds at Fazenda Bom
Jardim.

Sharing the same passion for specialty coffees Lucas Pereira Figueiredo followed in
his father's footsteps. Graduating in Agronomy, he continues the secular tradition
of the family, helping Josué in the daily life of the farm, providing well-being for
employees, committed to the preservation of nature, and aligning tradition with
innovation.

Josué Pereira Figueiredo




